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The reason why the Constitution for the United States of North America Republic has 7 Articles, which govern the Trinity of the, Executive powers, the Legislative powers and the Judicial powers is because it was adapted from the principles of 7:

The 7 Days of the Week:
- Sunday (Sun)  • Monday (Moon)  • Tuesday (Mars)  • Wednesday (Mercury)  • Thursday (Jupiter)
- Friday (Venus)  • Saturday (Saturn).

The 7 Cardinal Colors:
- Violet  • Indigo  • Blue  • Green  • Yellow  • Orange  • Red.

The 7 Chakras:
- The Crown Chakra  • The Brow Chakra  • The Throat Chakra  • The Heart Chakra
- The Solar Plexus Chakra,  • The Sacral Chakra  • The Base Chakra.

The 7 Key Notes in the Musical Scale:
- A  • B  • C  • D  • E  • F  • G.

The 7 Seas:
- Black Sea  • Caspian Sea  • Persian Gulf  • Red Sea  • Mediterranean Sea  • Adriatic Sea  • Arabian Sea.

The 7 Continents:
- Africa  • Antarctica  • Asia  • Australia  • Europe  • North America  • South America.

The 7 Virtues:
- Faith  • Hope  • Charity  • Strength  • Prudence  • Temperance  • Justice.

The 7 Deadly Sins:
- Pride  • Avarice  • Luxury  • Wrath  • Idleness  • Gluttony  • Envy.

The 7 Liberal Arts:
- Grammar  • Logic  • Rhetoric  • Arithmetic  • Geometry  • Astronomy  • Music.

In the development of Man: (after the 7 stages of development in the womb, and then birth):
- the first seven years is the Age of Reason (7),
- the second seven years is the Age of Puberty (14),
- the third seven is the Age of Maturity (21)

The principles of “7”, were created by the Grand Architects of the Universe, when she divided her 28 day cycle into 4 equal parts of 7 each. The 28 day cycle of the moon is within her.

These are the principles of the “7” that operate civilization. The framers of the Constitution adapted the principles of the circle, or cycle of seven, and agreed to operate under these principles, in harmony with Nature.